
Surepoint Partners with SouthGrow and Funders to Install EV Charger. 

GRANDE PRAIRIE, Alberta, July 13, 2023 - Surepoint, a leading provider of sustainable energy
solutions, is delighted to announce the successful installation of an Electric Vehicle (EV) charger,
thanks to the generous support of our partners in making this project possible. Funding for this project
was generously provided by the SouthGrow Regional Initiative (SGRI), Municipal Climate Change
Action Centre (MCCAC), and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), through the Zero-Emission Vehicle
Infrastructure Program (ZEVIP). Their investment in our project has allowed us to accomplish our goals
and make a significant impact in reducing emissions and promoting sustainability in our community.
We are grateful for their continued support.

With a shared commitment to promoting sustainable transportation, the EV charger installation is a
significant step towards reducing carbon emissions and promoting the adoption of electric vehicles in
our community. Surepoint believes that investing in sustainable energy infrastructure will contribute to
a greener future and support the transition toward clean transportation solutions.

"We are thrilled to partner with SouthGrow and funders in this impactful initiative," said Trevor Muir,
CEO of Surepoint. "Their support and commitment to sustainable energy aligns perfectly with our
mission to create a more sustainable future for all."

Surepoint extends its deepest gratitude to SouthGrow and the funders for their valuable contribution
towards this project. Their commitment to supporting innovative solutions for a more sustainable
future is commendable and sets an example for others to follow.

By expanding the charging infrastructure, Surepoint aims to facilitate the widespread adoption of
electric vehicles and empower individuals and businesses to make sustainable choices for their
transportation needs. The EV charger will provide a convenient charging option for EV owners,
encouraging the adoption of clean transportation and reducing our community's carbon footprint.

About Surepoint:
Established in 2003, Surepoint Group is a premier energy services company specializing in electrical
and instrumentation, gas compression, modular buildings and equipment packaging. We work within
many sectors and have branches in strategic areas to provide our clients with dependable and
responsive service.

For more information, please visit our website at www.surepoint.ca or contact:

Martin Socha 
VP of Marketing & Sales 
403.700.1053
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